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5-Mode Rechargeable Zoomable 450lm Motion 

Sensor Headlamp 

 

Carelite is a large-scale manufacturer which has 

integrated research, development, manufacture 

and operation in one. All Carelite’s products 

feature a powerful, solid durable and compact 

design intended for rugged outdoor activities. The 

dimming system with multi-function can combine 

the high intensity light and long time of duration 

perfectly. The innovative dimming method is very 

simple and convenient. Carelite is becoming the most reliable partner for your outdoor life, 

such as hiking, camping, climbing and searching etc. Carelite insists on ”Innovation, 

honesty, responsibility and teamwork”, with every new Carelite product focusing on quality 

and reputation first. We are committed to providing the best products and services to our 

clients all over the world. 

 

 

Product Description 

This Carelite 5-Mode Rechargeable Zoomable 450lm Motion Sensor Headlamp has 5 

modes: Low brightness/medium/high, red steady on, and red strobe. The unique zoom 

function is more practical: spotlight for long-distance observation / floodlight for large area 

illumination. The red steady lighting and strobe lighting modes provide you with 

comprehensive safety.  

 

Rechargeable head light is specially designed to be 60°adjustable, each degree is very solid, 

allowing you to see the full range of vision from front to back. 

 

Outdoor flashlight has an elastic headband that can be easily adjusted in length to perfectly fit 

your head size, suitable for adults and children. The flashlight uses a thick silicone pad to 

better protect your head. The use of high-grade waterproof materials, so that you are not afraid 

of bad weather, wind and rain.  

 

Motion Sensor Headlamp is equipped with the latest upgraded smart sensors, which can 

easily control the on/off of the striped LED lights with a wave of hands, avoiding tedious 

operations, saving you time, and allowing you to focus on your work. 
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Specications of Carelite Motion Sensor Headlamp:  

Material  ABS, TPE, Aluminum 

Battery 3.7V, 2000mAh, 7.14Wh polymer lithium battery 

5-lighting modes Low-Medium-High, red steady and red strobe 

Brightness and 

Runtime 
10LM-150LM-450LM--/100-10H-3H-10H-20H 

Protection level IPX4 Splash proof 

Lighting beam angle Adjustable from 15° to 120° 

Size & Weight 48x78x48mm; 108g 

Dimmer Switch 
Press and hold on button to activate dimmer function when 

main LED on 

Charging time 4H by USB-C cable 

Payment terms T/T, By Paypal, By Western Union. 

 

Carelite Head Flashlight Feature and Application 
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Carelite Spot Flashlight Details: 

 

 

 


